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About Start In UP  
Start in Uttar Pradesh (START-IN-UP)” is an initiative by the Department of IT & Electronics, 
Government of Uttar Pradesh to promote startup culture & entrepreneurship in Uttar Pradesh 
 
The Uttar Pradesh Start-up Policy gives thrust to “START IN UP”, to nurture startup culture using 
INFUSE model (INcubators – FUnd of Funds – Startup Entrepreneurs). Various incentives shall be 
provided by the Government to Incubators, Startups, and Investors funding UP-based startups. 
 
Vision 
To establish a world-class startup ecosystem in the state by developing a robust infrastructure and 
providing a conducive policy environment. 
 
Mission 
Promote the culture of innovation and entrepreneurship at the grassroots level leading to 
employment generation and introduction of emerging technologies in niche sectors thereby 
contributing to the state economy and empowerment of youth. 
 
Goals 
• To be among the top 3 states in the "States' Startup Ranking" conducted by, GoI 
• Establish/support 100 incubators, a minimum of one in each district of the State 
• Develop a minimum of one million square feet of incubation/acceleration space for startups 
• Create the ecosystem for at least 10,000 startups in the state 
• Establish 3 states of the art Center of Excellence (CoEs) 
• Establish India's largest incubator in Lucknow 
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About JSSATE STEP, Noida   
JSSATE STEP (Science & Technology Entrepreneurs Park), NOIDA is India’s first TBI, started in 2000, 
(recognized by NSTEDB in 2004), with the aim of promoting entrepreneurship development of the 
knowledge-based and innovation-driven technology ventures that generate employment 
opportunities and assist in technological advancements. With more than 190 start-ups incubated 
till date, 98% of the startups that JSSATE STEP supported deployed Technology as its core. 
 
JSSATE STEP nurtures post ideation stage ventures, in TRL 6 and above. The focus remains on 
trending technologies such as Electric Mobility, Smart City Tech, Clean-Tech, Health-Tech, Deep 
Tech (IoT, AI, ML, Computer Vision, Robotics, Drones, Blockchain, AR/VR, Quantum computing). 
Having such a focus has helped JSSATE STEP to engage with mentors, corporate, and investors in 
the same domain. 
 
Key vision includes: 
• Identify, engage and hand-hold potential ideas to convert into a formal business opportunity; 
• Support founders in capacity and capability building; 
• Build a knowledge pool of mentors, suitable for new ventures and provide them on demand; 
• Engage with govt. departments and private investors to create a channel of their funds to reach 

deserving technology ventures; 
• Understand challenges from founders and if a pattern emerges, take them to the Govt, for 

policy intervention; 
• Enable local, national, and/or global market access through connections and partnerships and 

facilitate it to its incubated ventures. 
 
Backed by formidable force 
JSS Mahavidyapeetha (JSSMVP), Mysore, is an organization dedicated to the vision of "Education 
for all" and currently manages more than 370 institutions in the states of Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, 
Uttar Pradesh, and Kerala in India, Dubai, and Mauritius. Under its directorate of Technical Education, 
JSSMVP has established 4 engineering colleges in Mysore, Bangalore, Noida, and Mauritius. As part 
of the vision of value-added education, three 'Science and Technology Entrepreneurs Park' (STEP) 
have been established in the three colleges in India. 
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Overview 
The Age of DRoID 
 
The world is witnessing a rapidly changing technology landscape. The technology which was 
considered cutting edge a few years ago is now considered obsolete. In this era of Industry 4.0 led 
by automation, thinking machines servicing the gig economy, it is imperative for startups to keep a 
tab on this shifting paradigm and upgrade their tech stack to remain on top of their value chain.   
 
To promote tech entrepreneurship in the state of UP to develop innovative solutions in Automation, 
Robotics, Drone, and IoT Technologies, JSSATE STEP Noida organized a series of 6 webinars with 
industry experts to sensitize aspiring entrepreneurs, innovators and researchers to develop market-
fitted solutions to real-World challenges.   
 

List of Webinars  
1. The Era of machine connectivity: IoT - by Mr. Vinay Chaddha - Founder and CTO at GVC 

Systems Private Limited 
2. Rise of Unmanned Workforce: Drone & Robots – by Mr. Sumant Parimal - Chief Analyst, '5 

Jewels Research' at Innogres, And Muhammad Anas- Founder & CEO at ELIGHT-SPM Private 
Limited  

3. Dawn of Artificial Intelligence: AI, ML, NLP - by Mr. Pallav Modi - Innovations Head at DXLAB 
by GHV 

4. Blockchain and Sustainability: Creating a transparent ecosystem - by Mr. Ashish Banerjee 
- Blockchain and AI expert, Technology Evangelist and Founder at QZip.in 

5. Machines Have Eyes: Computer Vision + EDGE - by Mr. Pallav Modi - Innovations Head at 
DXLAB by GHV  

6. Digital Twins shaping Industry 5.0 – by Mr. Rohit Sarabhai - Tech Entrepreneur, Founder & 
CEO at Sarabhai Information Technology 
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Schedule 
 

 
 

Approach: 
A key element & distinguishing approach of the series has been mentoring by sharing tacit 
knowledge — the accumulated experience of Speaker-cum-mentor — who provided knowledge, 
real-world experience, practical applications and use-cases, advice & guidance to the startups 
audience. In the context of a Startup, a mentor's role is to make the founder aware of the 
opportunities a technology or a sector beholds and to provide perspective on the direction that the 
venture may take. A good mentor can not only help a fledgling entrepreneur think through 
strategies, crunch numbers, and create a business or marketing plan but also may help a start-up 
develop ideas in practical ways beyond those experiences they can currently afford.  
 
The series tried to bring such Speaker-cum-mentors who would not only spread the knowledge 
they have had acquired but also handhold the interested startups from the audience, and help them 
devise better strategies or develop a more cutting-edge product. Thus, leading toward building a 
better-informed startup community  
 
 
 
 

S No Title/Topic Focus Tech Event Type Date Speaker

1 The era of machine connectivity Internet of Things Webinar 7-Feb-2022
Mr. Vinay Chaddha - GVC Systems 
Private Limited

2 Rise of unmanned Worksforce Drone & Robotics Webinar 25-Feb-2022

Mr. Sumant Parimal - '5 Jewels 
Research' at Innogres, And
Muhammad Anas- ELIGHT-SPM 
Private Limited

3 Dawn of Artificial Intelligence AI, ML, NLP Webinar 4-Mar-2022 Mr. Pallav Modi - DXLAB by GHV

4
Blockchain and Sustainability: 
Creating a transparent 
ecosystem

Blockchain Webinar 11-Mar-2022
Mr. Ashish Banerjee - Blockchain 
and AI expert, Technology 
Evangelist at QZip.in

5
Machines Have Eyes: Computer 
Vision + EDGE

Computer Vision Webinar 25-Mar-2022 Mr. Pallav Modi - DXLAB by GHV

6
Digital Twins shaping Industry 
5.0

Industry 4.0 Webinar 31-Mar-2022
Rohit Sarabhai - Tech Entrepreneur 
| Founder & CEO @ Sarabhai 
Information Technology
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The Age of DRoID Webinars: 
A total of 6 webinars have been organized since the beginning of the series. Before organizing any 
webinar, a team meeting was conducted to understand the key areas that most of the venture 
founders would like to know about. It was also aligned with the stage of the ventures in the JSSATE 
Ecosystem and the ones from Start in UP, so that they (startup ventures) can absorb maximum from 
the renowned speakers in the respective fields as well as to sensitize the overall start-up ecosystem 
in the state of Uttar Pradesh on emerging technology sectors, investment opportunities and 
resource planning. The topics varied and were in the domain of practical application of the latest 
computer/machine technologies. The outline of the webinars chiefly covered: basic know-how of 
the tech under investigation, differentiating factors, hot opportunities, case studies, benchmark 
strategies to begin with, and other miscellaneous touch-points like regulatory compliance, 
marketing strategy, customer centricity, hardware-software integration options, avenues and best 
practices, among others. Once the webinar topic was finalized, industry experts for specific 
requirements were contacted & invited for a talk. Also, a separate mentoring time was requested 
from the speakers. The webinars so organized were then thrown open for all public whoever was 
interested in the topic. All the webinars were without any charges. Pre-registration of all attendees 
was coordinated online. 
 
All the webinars were highly interactive, reflecting the high understanding and connection among 
the audience. After the program was conducted, founders were given contact details of the speakers 
enabling them to contact for further deliberations and clarifications. Some of the post-event 
discussions with the speakers were also arranged by the JSSATE STEP.  
 
The webinars were promoted on social media channels (Linkedin, Facebook) and streamed live on 
JSS STEP Facebook page for maximum outreach and viewership during the weekends. More than 
120 participants benefitted during the webinars. 
 
Details of webinars & the speakers are given below. 
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1. The Era of Machine Connectivity: IoT  
-by Mr. Vinay Chaddha 

 
 
Theme: IoT is becoming a highly misused word. A proper differentiation among the electronics and 
IoT needs to be made for the startups to understand and pivot their businesses. The aim of this 
webinar was to remove all the mystery behind IoT or IIoT or Industry 4,0 and explain in simple terms 
how a Micro/Small/Medium enterprise can make money and improve their productivity by using 
this new technology that too without spending good amount of money and hiring experts. 
 
Connecting things to the internet yields many amazing benefits. We’ve all seen these benefits with 
our smartphones, laptops, and tablets, but this is true for everything else too. IoT simply means 
extending the power of the internet beyond computers and smartphones to a whole range of other 
things, processes, and environments.  
 
Speaker: Mr. Vinay Chaddha - Founder and CTO at GVC Systems Private Limited  
 
Outcomes:  The speaker focused on a very interesting aspect of IoT which is converting the existing 
'dumb' electronic products to IoT-enabled smart devices. The participants learnt about several used 
cases, such as converting a refrigerator to a UPI-enabled automatic and unmanned dispensing 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vinay-chaddha/
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machine or the time-monitored red light. IoT applications now appear across several industries and 
it is considered a smart way of bringing intelligence to stagnant products. The global IoT market is 
poised to grow at a 24.5% Annual CAGR in the current decade. 

 

 
 

Recording link: https://www.facebook.com/100028547610370/videos/710510657042329/ 
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2. Rise of Unmanned Workforce: Drone & Robots 
-by Mr. Sumant Parimal, and Muhammad Anas 

 

Theme: With the advent of technology the world is now witnessing the emergence of automation. 
This automation is brought by the programmable intelligence embedded into humanoids, robots 
and drones. This is helping industries serve with best quality product offerings, lightening fast 
speeds with lean manufacturing capabilities, reduced wastage, logistical improvements and 
connected last-mile delivery. 

 
This workforce is everywhere now! be it the sky, be it land or even in water. The question to ponder 
is... Are humans going to be replaced? and the science-fiction of machines taking over the planet 
going to happen? 
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This webinar was designed for startups to understand the practical reality over pseudo fiction. Also, 
to understand the opportunities this unmanned workforce holds for making a career or a business 
 
Speakers:  
1. Mr. Sumant Parimal - Chief Analyst, '5 Jewels Research' at Innogres 
2. Muhammad Anas- Founder & CEO of ELIGHT-SPM Pvt. Ltd. 

 
Outcomes: The speaker shared insights on the growth of robo-preneurs and how India could 
achieve automation in industries that demand greater monitoring, disaster handling, and perform 
tedious tasks to free up time for humans to focus on more productive things. The pandemic has led 
businesses to adopt robotic and drone technologies so as to overcome economic losses by way of 
automation and had led to increased collaboration, increased autonomous mobility and increased 
intelligence. The sector is likely to grow at a 17.5% CAGR. 
 

 
 
Recording link: https://www.facebook.com/100028547610370/videos/1341569422923138/ 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sumant-parimal-546a4416/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/muhammad-anas10/
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3. Dawn of Artificial Intelligence: AI, ML, NLP 
-by Mr. Pallav Modi  

  
Theme: Artificial Intelligence has gone from being a figment of fiction to reality in a matter of years. 
Machines that could think like humans were an excellent plot for a thrilling storyline. However, in 
recent times, it has transitioned from fiction to reality- we are living that Artificial Intelligence future. 
People are using AI technologies in their everyday lives, and somehow it has become an integral 
part of their daily rituals. "From asking Alexa/Siri to tell you the time to get them to plan your next 
grocery delivery, you are carrying AI into your daily routine." 
 
The evolution of Artificial Intelligence, however, is not as smooth and straightforward as it sounds. 
This webinar was designed to take startups through the transitional journey of how AI was realized 
to be integrated into daily life 
 
Speaker: Mr. Pallav Modi - Innovations Head at DXLAB by GHV 
 
Outcomes: The speaker shared insights on AI/ ML and deep tech space including the applications 
of AI and ML to analyze data and provide business intelligence.  The webinar discussion provided 
inputs to the participants on how data analysis based on AI algorithms differ from statistical data 
analysis. The IT sector is poised to grow 21.3% annually due to AI/ ML adoption. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pallav-modi-8723434/
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Recording link: https://www.facebook.com/100028547610370/videos/990039991608610/  
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4. Blockchain and Sustainability: Creating a transparent ecosystem  
-by Mr. Ashish Banerjee 

  
Theme: We are at a unique moment in history: our society is in transition from an industrial 
economy to one defined by a new set of technologies, ranging from digitization to nanotechnology. 
Among the latest waves of digitalization is blockchain—a technology that many say promises to 
redefine trust, transparency, and inclusion across the world. Blockchain, however, is a relatively 
immature technology and can create as many problems as it solves.  
 
Blockchain is potentially a key technology in a new technological paradigm of increasing 
automation and the integration of physical and virtual worlds. Its impact goes beyond the economy, 
as it can transform social interaction, public institutions and our relationship with the environment, 
and affect countries’ options for pursuing sustainable development. 
 
Speaker: Mr. Ashish Banerjee - Blockchain and AI expert, Technology Evangelist and Founder at 
QZip.in 
 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ashban/
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Outcomes: The webinar was attended maximum by corporate professionals working in the 
sustainability sector who interacted with the speaker on the adoption of blockchain technologies 
for increasing transparency, new emerging standards, and impact on ethical supply chains. The 
participants learnt that Blockchain is an integration of physical and virtual worlds, and its impact 
goes beyond the economy to enhance social interactions, improved institution-building by way of 
technology adoption. The industry is predicted to grow at a CAGR of 85.9% in the current decade. 

 

 
 

Recording link: https://www.facebook.com/100028547610370/videos/639445463792232/  
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5. Machines Have Eyes: Computer Vision + EDGE  
-by Mr. Pallav Modi  

  
Theme: Computer Vision gives the machines the sense of sight—it allows them to “see” and explore 
the world thanks to Machine Learning and Deep Learning algorithms. This powerful technology has 
quickly found applications across multiple industries, becoming an indispensable part of 
technological development and digital transformation. 
 
But how exactly do businesses benefit from the use of Computer Vision? 
 
For any deep tech startup or professional, it is imperative to understand the capabilities and 
opportunities this new technology stack brings along. This webinar was to equip startups with the 
knowledge and scope of computer vision and Edge computing that shall help in creating a 
sustainable and better world around us 
 
Speaker: Mr. Pallav Modi - Innovations Head at DXLAB by GHV 
 
Outcomes: The speaker shared insights on how Computer Vision is building smart platforms which 
can monitor human safety and security, including resolving complex monitoring issues where 
economical loss is higher if left unmonitored. The webinar discussion gave inputs on used cases in 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pallav-modi-8723434/
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healthcare, manufacturing, and project management. The industry is poised to grow at a CAGR of 
7.8% during the current decade. 
 

 
 

 
 
Recording link: https://www.facebook.com/100028547610370/videos/372147538096828/  
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6. Digital Twins shaping Industry 5.0  
-by Mr. Rohit Sarabhai 

  
Theme: A digital twin is a dynamic, up-to-date representation of a physical object or system. With 
a complete collection of all data in one place, a digital twin evolves with the flow of real-time input 
from sensors and more. This connection between the digital and physical worlds offers enhanced 
lifecycles, informed decision-making, and predictive capabilities. 
 
The opportunities it brings are endless, subject to one’s imagination. And, this technology is going 
to shape Industry 5.0 where robots and humans will work in tandem. 
 
This webinar will help startups in understanding and creating an intelligent, digital replica to 
optimize performance, gain insights, and reduce costs. Take the next step with digital twin and 
benefit from a digital transformation now happening across industries. 
 
Speaker: Mr. Rohit Sarabhai - Tech Entrepreneur, Founder & CEO at Sarabhai Information 
Technology 
 
Outcomes:  The speaker shared industry's outlook on adopting digital twins as means to reduce 
the carbon footprint, bringing process improvement and validating the digital simulation of a heavy 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rohitsarabhai/
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industry product before the final product is developed. He also shared a used case on healthcare 
applications of digital twins. The webinar discussion provided insights on transition to industry 5.0. 
The sector is poised to grow at CAGR of 58% during the current decade. 
 

 
 

 
Recording link: https://www.facebook.com/100028547610370/videos/379591367139327/ 
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Outreach 
 
• The webinar was circulated through start-up community email database that JSS Business 

Incubator maintains. It reaches 10000+ emails.  
• The event was promoted through LinkedIn through a combined follower of 4000+ of JSS STEP 

Incubator. 
• The events promos were circulated in multiple WhatsApp groups of all the organizing group 

members and their circles.  
• The event was also circulated to Start In UP incubators and their start-ups 
• The webinar was made delivered live on Facebook as well and the recorded repository link has 

been shared in the ecosystem for any interested start-up to access and learn from it. 
 

Budget 

The following is a breakup of the expenditure made to organize each of the 6 webinars: 
“The Age of DroID” Webinar Series 

S N  Expense Category  Description  Quantity  Cost (Rs)/qty  Total 

A  Events' Creatives/Collaterals   

1  Digital Poster/Flyer  Graphics 
Designer  Fee  

2 set for each event  2000  4000 

2  Printed Posters/Flyers  Printer Service   
(Colored)  

50 units  30  1500 

B  Promotion   

3  Social Media Marketing  Paid promotion  -  -  5000 

4  Landing page creation  HTML-CSS 
landing  page 

6 500  3000 

5 Email Marketing-
bulk  mailing 

Mailchimp and   
Sendinblue  

20000  0.10  2000 
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6  SMS Campaigns  MSG91  2500  0.2  500 

C  Speakers   

7  Honorarium Speaker/Subjec
t  matter Expert   
Charges 

2 hours  2500/hr  5000 

8  Program Hosting  Moderation and   
Online platform  

2 hours  2000/hr  4000 

    Net total  25000 

 
 

Total expenses done: 25k X 6 = INR 1,50,000/-  
 
For any details contact:  
 
Utkarsh Bisaria 
(Incubation Manager) 
E-mail: utkarsh@jsssteonoida.org 
Contact No: 9650963335 

 
 

mailto:utkarsh@jsssteonoida.org
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